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PROJECT EVALUATION

WE WERE THERE TOO

London Jews in the First World War - We Were There Too, a landmark
digital history project, was launched on 30th June 2016, with an event which
became the focal point for the Jewish community’s commemoration of the
commencement of The Battle of the Somme, on 1st July 1916. This is an
overview and evaluation of the project’s initial phase, to 30th June 2018,
including the comments of the Independent Evaluator.

PHOTOGRAPH ASSOCIATED
WITH THE ROYAL FUSILIERS,
38TH - 42ND BATTALIONS
THE "JUDEANS".
© JEWISH MUSEUM
LONDON/JEWISH MILITARY
MUSEUM

It is the first time that the Jewish community has captured and recorded
the experiences of people living through a century old event – on a digital
platform – through written and oral histories, provided and described
by their descendants and frequently augmented by family collections,
some of which proved to be rare, and, in heritage terms, at risk of being
permanently lost.
In this first phase, the project has greatly exceeded expectations in terms
of the numbers of people who engaged with it, the level of demand from
communities to host events and the generosity of professional collectors
and Museums to provide material. The site is already achieving its
overarching goals: to be the educational reference point for understanding
the contribution that the Jewish community made at the time of the First
World War and, to preserve that heritage.
The Core Team of the project are Paula Kitching, Mandy King, Louise Scott,
Angeles Ruiz, Rachel Fellman, Tara Framp and Tali Krikler, led by Project
Director, Alan Fell. We are grateful to them and my LJCC Trustee colleagues,
and, of course, to the generosity of the benefactors who made it possible.

Michael Marx
CHAIRMAN
LONDON JEWISH CULTURAL CENTRE
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INTRODUCTION
London Jews in the First World War We Were There Too, the project created to
capture, save and share the story of London’s
Jews in the First World War, came into being
when historian Paula Kitching shared her
belief that a rich heritage legacy was at
risk of being lost with her London Jewish
Cultural Centre colleagues.
While professional historians knew much
about the Jewish contribution to the war
effort both in the military and on the
Home front, very little was known by the
community at large. No process existed
to capture Jewish stories nor was there a
medium to store and share them. The
London Jewish Cultural Centre, with its
team of specialists and experience in
digital history, was well equipped to
develop and lead such a project.
In 2012/2013, a project was scoped which
would:

»»
»»

»»
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Engage the community across Greater
London
Capture and record the stories of
ordinary Jewish people of the 1910-1920
era, whether as combatants or in civilian
roles
Provide some historical context to their
lives particularly with a Jewish patina to
key events

»»

»»

Retain in one easily accessible place
digital collections of materials held by
individuals, families and archivists
and encourage the safe keeping of the
originals. Preservation of many of these
books, letters, mementos, photographs
and ephemera subsequently proved to
be especially time sensitive as firstgeneration descendants and holders of
the memorabilia were themselves now
very elderly.
Promote the project to young people in
formal and informal education settings

The project was aptly titled We Were There
Too, expressing as it does the dominant
theme: The Jewish community’s unreserved
commitment to the war effort, the absence
of any ambiguity between having a Jewish
identity and an explicit identification with
and loyalty to King & Country.
During 2014/2015, discussions were held
with potential funders, including the
Heritage Lottery Fund. The project reflected
the Fund’s interests:

»»
»»
»»

Related to The First World War
Related to the experiences of a Faith
community
A digital project

In January 2016, the majority funding for
the project was secured from the Heritage
Lottery Fund.
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THE SET-UP
In the first six months of the project, our primary objectives were to commission
and complete the building of a website, recruit a core professional team, develop
relationships with potential partners and collaborators and prepare for a major
launch event.

»»

»»

In autumn 2015, an Open Tendering
process had been instituted in
anticipation of funding being available.
7 tenders were long-listed from which
3 were short-listed. A selection panel
composed of the Project Director, Project
Manager and volunteers with appropriate
skill sets made the final decision,
awarding the contract to Creative
Interpartners and Beachshore Design
Ltd.
The Tender request document was
produced in accordance with Heritage
Lottery Fund Guidelines. The eventual
platform was built on a Modular design
using an open source platform typically
referred to as LAMP. The design concept
itself was set out in comprehensive detail
in their Tender bid. Since the launch in
June 2016, the website has undergone
various amendments and upgrades,
e.g. to Collections, to accommodate and
categorise the unexpected volume of
material being uncovered.

»»

»»

The core team was recruited through
open advertisement and selection,
reflecting the range of professional
skills required, e.g. Event & Project
Management, Marketing & Community
Engagement, Digital Curatorial expertise
and in the second wave: Youth &
Community Engagement and finally
Schools Outreach.
In order to develop relationships with
partners and collaborators, the aim was
to engage as widely as possible. The
main strategic partnership had already
been established with the Jewish Lads
& Girls Brigade (‘JLGB’) as part of the
HLF application. JLGB, formerly the
Jewish Lads Brigade, had an illustrious
wartime history and was therefore an
appropriate core partner for the project.
Other collaborations quickly followed:
AJEX, Jewish Volunteer Network, Jewish
Care etc.

BLAKE EZRA PHOTOGRAPHY

The Launch
The launch was held on 30 June 2016, just short of six months from funding being
confirmed. See further images HERE.
The date was especially appropriate as it coincided with the national commemoration of
the centenary of the commencement of the Battle of the Somme, on 1 July 1916. The event
became the focus of the Jewish community’s commemoration. In a candle-lit Bevis Marks
Synagogue in the City of London, some 250 guests attended both the launch and a special
cross community Service which followed. The guest list included members of the military,
communal and religious leadership, and many young people.
It is a tremendous compliment to the many dozens of people who were involved in working
to meet our target date for website completion and launch that this was achieved and with
considerable success.

The Structure of this Report
The Heritage Lottery Fund requires regular project progress reports under a number of
headings, which provide a ready-made framework for this review. In every case, we will
complement the analysis with supporting data, including from the independent Evaluator,
and frequently with photographic evidence.
6
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THE DIGITAL PLATFORM
For the first two years, from 1st July 2016 to 30th June 2018, the Usage
metrics are:
PERIOD

UNIQUE
VISITORS

NO. OF
VISITS

PAGES
VIEWED

HITS

BANDWIDTH
(AVERAGE)

1 JULY –
31 DEC 2016

11,015

17,519

80,059

1,436,913

19.27

1 JAN 17 –
30 JUNE 2017

17,662

21,125

75,530

1,327,797

66.63

1 JULY 17 –
31 DEC 2017

20,542

28,555

97,950

1,534,482

75.34

1 JAN –
30 JUNE 2018

11,305

15,824

86,274

1,720,383

60.70

60,524

83,023

339,813

6,019,575

55.05

TOTAL

60,000 Unique Visitors made 83,000 visits to the site in the first full 2 years.
VISIT DURATION
1 SECOND – 15 MINUTES

92% OF VISITS

15 MINUTES – 30 MINUTES

2% OF VISITS

30 MINUTES – 60+ MINUTES

5% OF VISITS

From our experience of digital history web
sites, these are very satisfactory metrics for
the first two years (please note that 2016
runs from 1st July – 31st December, as the
site only went public on 1st July 2016). The
large number of Community Engagement
events (see below), gave the site a boosted
visibility and prominence.

IMAGE ABOVE RIGHT:
POST CARD PHOTOGRAPH
OF C.Q.M.S. I. GOLDBERG IN
UNIFORM. © JEWISH MUSEUM
LONDON/JEWISH MILITARY
MUSEUM
DEDICATION OF FRONT
READS “YOURS VERY SINCERELY
IKE. 8/9/17” AND ON REVERSE
“WISHING YOU ALL A HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR AND
WELL OVER THE FAST.”

There have been no adverse
comments that the site is
difficult to access or to use.
There have been comments
that it was more difficult to
use than perhaps necessary in
terms of loading Personal Records.
We simplified the process and
at regular intervals based on
experience and User feedback,
made amendments and upgrades.
There are difficulties for Older
Users and those with limited
IT skills in self-uploading
information and we comment
on this in Personal Records
section below. Certainly,
volunteers wanting to work
with people wishing to upload
Personal Records, did require a
certain level of IT competence.
This is also discussed below.
There is very little to serve
as comparisons for our site.
However, the Usage is very
satisfactory, given that the
site is largely, but certainly
not exclusively, targeted at a
certain demographic: the Jewish
population of Britain, and will
remain so as the site gains a
wider base and more followers.
The equivalent of perhaps 25%
of London Jewry have visited
the site in the first two years.
IMAGE LEFT: JEWISH MUSEUM OF
LONDON, NOVEMBER 2017.
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IDENTIFYING, CHARTING
AND MANAGING RISK, RISK MANAGEMENT
The core deliverable of this project is a sophisticated, comprehensive, high
profile digital history platform. Integral to that is the infrastructure necessary to
populate the site, principally Personal Records, History Windows and Collections
which meet the Heritage need.
This part of the HLF Action Plan was written having regard to HLF document
Management and Maintenance Plan Guidance, October 2012. These Guidance notes detail
the risk analysis undertaken for the project. At the outset, nine risks were identified and
they reflect the exceptionally demanding timetable for the project‘s delivery.
RISK

LIKELIHOOD

IMPACT

MITIGATION

WHO/
LEAD

RESOLVED

Delayed start
in HLF Round
2 process and
Permission to
Start

HIGH

HIGH

Project Started on time due
in part to excellent support
from HLF in issuing Permission
to Start on 5 January 2016.
This enabled Design and Build
contracts to be signed.

PROJECT
DIRECTOR

YES

Slower rate
of community
engagement
than anticipated

LOW

MEDIUM

Continuous consultation with
community took place, very
good cross-communal response

PROJECT
DIRECTOR

YES

Slower
engagement of
new staff than
anticipated

LOW

MEDIUM

Staff in place before the original
schedule of 11 April 2016; first
full staff meeting 7 April 2016

PROJECT
MANAGER

YES

Unforeseen
problems
with Digital
Build, including
debugging
causing delay

LOW

HIGH

2-weekly project meetings with
web builders and designers to
keep build on schedule ; V.1
released to time on 11 June
2016, launched 30 June 2016

PROJECT
DIRECTOR

YES

Inability to
access original
materials
quickly

LOW

Substantial amount of material
is constantly being offered,
several items are rare and
several of heritage importance
and at risk of being lost.

PROJECT
MANAGER
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HIGH

YES

Slow
engagement
by volunteer
providers

LOW

MEDIUM

Continuous discussions taking
place with organisations
sourcing volunteers, but
higher than expected attrition
rate; introduced Heritage
Intern concept and Industrial
Placement scheme with Leeds
University.

PROJECT
MANAGER

YES

Indisposition of
Project staff

LOW

MEDIUM

Project planning put in place,
cross planning and transferable
skills introduced; additional
project management support
put in place.

PROJECT
OVERSIGHT
GROUP

YES

Slower rate of
school uptake
than anticipated

MEDIUM

HIGH

Schools engagement started
from Autumn 2017; close
collaboration with London Grid
for Learning; linking Personal
Record(s) with schools
connection very successful;
School Outreach worker from
February 2018

PROJECT
MANAGER

YES

Lack of
Historical
materials

LOW

MEDIUM

Significant numbers of (digital
images of) Collections are
being made available: including
the collections of the Jewish
Museum and Jewish Military
Museum, the Bishopsgate
Institute and a private collection
of FWW photographic images.
The site is now being offered
Collections based on its growing
reputation.

PROJECT
MANAGER

YES

In terms of risk management to 30 June 2018, We Were There Too can be divided into in two
phases.
The first was the design and build of the digital platform in an exceptionally compressed
time frame: from Permission to Start on 5 January to the release of V.1, on 11 June 2016.
This turned on the comprehensive quality of the Tender Bid by the successful contractors
and their on-going professionalism.
The second, achieving traction for the site through uploading a critical mass of good
quality material over the 24 months since launch, on 30 June 2016. This turned on good
community engagement, a large number and variety of types of event and a ‘polished’
programme at events, but most of all, a dedicated, highly competent team able to respond
to unchartered demands.
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PERSONAL RECORDS
At the heart of the project lie the
Personal Records of Jewish people
living in Britain during the First
World War era; captured, uploaded, retained
and made accessible to the wider world. From
the concept stage and the early pilot events,
we were optimistic that this feature of the
site would gain wide popularity and interest.
That is proving to be case and we have learnt
some very useful lessons.

»»

»»

»»

»»

»»
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There was genuine pleasure and delight on
the part of many people when they could
see a family member’s profile on screen.
Many said they were sharing these stories
(‘Records’) within their family for the first
time.
For many elderly people there was
pleasure and a sense of relief that ‘their
story’ had now less chance of being lost. It
was recorded for posterity somewhere…..
While we uploaded many well-known,
higher profile peoples’ stories, the
revelation was in the extraordinary
stories to be found in the lives of ordinary
people.
The civilian stories were frequently as
gripping as the combatants’ ones. Often,
they gave an insight into the society of
pre-First World War London. This was
true historiography.
We did not anticipate the volume of
material, very often of significant
importance and rarity, that lie in private
hands. Some material is very rare and
valuable heritage.

»»

Only infrequently was there any
hesitation about sharing stories and
making family materials available. It
was made clear that the Record and the
material would go into the public domain
and be used largely for educational
purposes. One example is a family whose
ancestor was a conscientious objector
and who was imprisoned in the Tower of
London. Other family members objected
to the story being made public by the
family member who wanted to do so. Even
with the passing of 100 years, this was not
a public matter.

»»

»»

»»

We were able to record the stories of
courageous women, frequently in the
Nursing Services, whose dedication even
after the passing of 100 years, is inspiring.
We were well supported by the Designers
and Web builders as we began to
understand our ambitious demands. This
after all, had rarely been done before.
Our Design Brief to combine both
biographical information, digitalized
copies of artefacts and larger numbers
of items (which justified the creation of
a Collection) in a Personal Record was
realised. These were ‘integrated’ Records.
It does, however, require quite a high

order of general IT understanding and
a knowledge of the site to achieve it.
Nevertheless, there are several examples
of comprehensive Records, which tell both
remarkable and ‘ordinary’ stories. For
educational purposes, they are invaluable.
Our Design Brief to provide onsite ‘tools’ to
enable research and self-loading was also
well received. For the first time, we were
able to make digitally available the British
Jewry Book of Honour, published in 1922.
The publication itself is problematic and
presented the software developers with
challenges. It had to be done in phases.
Hosting a direct link to The Commonwealth
War Graves Commission website on We Were
There Too was also valuable. Later, we added
Kelly’s Post Office Directory for the London
area for 1914. This proved interesting but
very difficult to use. We were very pleased
by the prospect of a direct link to the Jewish
Chronicle newspaper archive and they
generously offered to make it free of charge
to We Were There Too Users. The JC was itself
revamping its digital platform and, it is fair
to say, that the archive was not as useful
as we hoped it would be during this initial
phase of the project. Users could also access
commercial sites, such as Ancestry.com to
assist them in individual researches.
For all the trials and tribulations, our
ambitious goal of making the site selfsufficient for Users was substantially
achieved. Certainly, there are many
examples of members of the public
being astonished to see their relative
appear from the Book of Honour.
IMAGE LEFT: ROLL OF HONOUR.
EXPLORE IT HERE
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»»

On the uploading of Personal
Records we encountered four
main difficulties.

»»

»»

W
 e realised early on at the
Community Engagement
events that we were
dealing with an older
demographic than we had
expected. Often, they had
minimal computer skills
or indeed no computer
at all. Where possible,
we tried to encourage a
family member to assist.
It is difficult for us to
know the degree to which
this took place.

»»

S
 ome of the Records were
comprehensive involving
biographical, digital
and larger volumes of
material. It would require
quite accomplished
skills to upload it all
and portable scanning
equipment was often
required.

W
 e had mixed success
with volunteer support
for these older Users. We
comment on this further
below.
O
 ften the cycle of making
contact with a User after
an Engagement event
or in response to their
making contact with us,
arranging to see them,
asses their data and
organise an upload, was
protracted. Predictably so
with comprehensive cases
although, of course, these
cases were frequently
the most rewarding. We
are realising that there
is ‘shelf-life’ in making
contact with people.
They lose interest if it is
too long before they are
contacted.

We agreed with The Heritage
Lottery Fund that in this
phase we would, upload 3,000
Personal Records. We have
uploaded 1,430.
We will achieve the 3,000
figure by winter/spring 2019,
about 9 months longer than
we expected.

EXPLORE ESTELLE’S PROFILE HERE:
HTTPS://WWW.JEWSFWW.LONDON/ESTELLE-BARNETT-2617.PHP

EXPLORE SAMUEL’S PROFILE HERE:
HTTPS://WWW.JEWSFWW.LONDON/SAMUEL-POMERANCE-2096.PHP
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PROVIDING A CONTEXT TO LIFE AT
THE TIME OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR

MAPS, including an
1899 map of the
‘Jewish East End’ which
can be overlain with a
street map of today’s
East End. Maps of current
streets can also be added
to Personal Records to
help root an individual in a
certain place.

A variety of educational resources have been provided on the website to enable visitors,
especially young people, to gain an insight into life at the time of the First World War.
The resources include:
HISTORY WINDOWS –

the main vehicle
for understanding
historical context

HIGHLIGHTED
PLACES OF
INTEREST; main
buildings which
would have been at
the heart of London
Jewry in the First
World War era.

A TIMELINE, which highlights
some of the main events of
the 1900-1925 period
16
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In our Design Brief, while we
knew that History Windows
would be an important part of
the site, we did not have a numerical
target in mind. At this review date,
we have uploaded 56 with several
more to come.
History Windows are designed to:

»»

»»

»»
»»

»»

Provide the historical context
to an event during the 1914-1918
period in abbreviated form, 12001500 words.
Provide a Jewish context to an
event; a perspective that would
not readily be found in other
places

GALLERY AREA OF ‘THE INTRODUCTION OF
CAMOUFLAGE’ HISTORY WINDOW

Integrate with Personal Records
and Collections where context and
stories relate

The professional team is producing some
fascinating examples of integrated Windows.
For example:

Use a multi-media approach:
explanatory text, verbatim
historical records, still
photographic images, moving
images etc

»»

Use guest authors based on their
specialist knowledge

»»

»»
MULTIMEDIA ‘SIEGE OF SIDNEY STREET’ HISTORY
WINDOW WITH VIDEO AND MAPPING
18

The Siege of Sydney Street in
January 1911 - a major event in
London’s East End
The Window utilises explanatory text,
verbatim accounts from the notebook
of the Police Inspector, maps, still
photographic images, moving images.
The Defence of the Realm Act
The Window provides explanatory text,
photographic images and a click through
to the Personal Record of a young woman
who was a Censor at the Post Office in
Whitechapel.
The Introduction of Camouflage
The Window describes the development
of camouflage and relates it the Personal
Record of its chief protagonist: Solomon J
Solomon.

AN EXAMPLE OF A LIVE PERSONAL RECORD LINKED
TO THE NURSING CORPS HISTORY WINDOW

»»

»»

»»

The story of Refugees from Belgium
arriving at English ports
The Window describes their experience
with photographic images, the profiles
of a leading Rabbi and an MP who
principally looked after their welfare, the
Personal Record of a Jewish refugee who
was involved in the arrival with a click
through to his personal papers, including
from the Belgium embassy etc.
The Nursing Corps
The Window tells the story of the
inspirational heroism of the women
who served in them, integrated with the
Personal Records of Jewish women who
served and died in Service.
The Founding of the RAF in 1918
The Window includes the role played by
Jewish airmen, photographic images and
links to relevant Personal Records.
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Prof M Saperstein, The Bishopsgate Institute,
the Jewish Museum/Jewish Military Museum,
St John’s Wood Liberal Synagogue, The
Imperial War Museum among others. For
example, the site now hosts; some 1,300 First
World War images from the Jewish Museum/
Jewish Military Museum Collection; the
digitalized collection of two unique 1914/1915
Religion School books from the St John’s
Wood Liberal Synagogue, almost certainly
the last surviving contemporaneous record
of Jewish children’s reaction to the War. The
synagogue had kept them locked away for 100
years, seen in that time by very few people.
They are now easily accessible and are being
viewed and used by schools.

COLLECTIONS

CHILDREN’S’ DRAWING FROM THE FIRST
WORLD WAR THROUGH THE EYES OF
LONDON’S JEWISH CHILDREN

Our ambition was that the We Were There Too website would become the natural
place to deposit and find easy access to digital images of First World War Collections
- particularly, those which were at serious risk of being lost and/or had substantial
heritage importance.
We substantially underestimated the extent
to which that notion would be supported by
a wide range of people and institutions and
the breadth of material that would be brought
forward. Half way through this initial phase,
such was the volume of material that we had
to reconsider the original design brief and
remodel the portal.
Collections integrates with History Windows
and Personal Records. It is the portal
which hosts the medium and large-scale
Collections which might be explained in a
History Window or briefly referred to in a
Personal Record.

20

It should be emphasised that the site holds
only digital images. The team has assisted
many donors with small-volume scanning
and uploading and, through a specialist
company, large-scale scanning including
items which are fragile and require expert
treatment. We have recommended a range
of Museum/Archive centres where donors
can, if they wish, then deposit originals.
On several occasions, we have received
Collections which have already been digitised
where the issue becomes one of cataloguing
and presentation.
Collaborations so far have included Mr Adrian
Andrusier, The Ben Uri Gallery, The Jewish
Historical Society, Mr Jonathan Fishburn,

It is, however, regarding many family
collections that We Were There Too has made
the greatest contribution. In these very
personal Collections we have been presented
with heritage items seriously at risk of being
lost. While we are not in a position to direct
whether the original items should be donated
to a professionally curated repository, or
which one it should be, we can, at least, make
easily accessible digital copies available for
posterity.

»»

The diary of 14-year-old London girl
who moved to Vienna, in 1912, with her
parents as her father was appointed to
run a special needs institute for the deaf
and speech impaired. She records many
mundane things but also comments on
her life as a British child in enemy Vienna.

To date, We Were There Too is hosting 13,350
images, including over 6,000 in Personal
Records and over 1,200 from the First World
War collection of the Jewish Museum/Jewish
Military Museum.
Judaica Europeana, the European
Commission funded project to digitise and
provide European metadata records of Jewish
heritage materials, has now invited We Were
There Too to participate with our materials.

The family collections include:

»»

»»

A collection of 63 letters from the
trenches where the author writes to
his family with his observations about
temporary promotion and leadership, and
his feelings as a Jew. His letters abruptly
end with his death in action.
A trench diary written at the
commencement of the Third Battle of
the Somme in which the author records
his fears and sense of incredulity at
surviving. He is not best pleased at being
fined for not keeping his rifle clean…
EXCERPT OF TRENCH DIARY
OF LOUIS HARRIS
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BANNER OUTSIDE THE JEWISH
CHRONICLE’S OFFICE, LONDON 1914.
© JEWISH CHRONICLE ARCHIVE

EDUCATING AND INFORMING STUDENTS
ABOUT THE JEWISH COMMUNITY AT THE
TIME OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR
There are several strands to
the We Were There Too Education
Programme, reflective of the
priority the project places on reaching
young audiences. These include:

»»
»»
»»

In November 2018, Britain will commemorate
Armistice Day and the centenary of the end of the
First World War. Explore the lives and experiences of
British Jews in the First World War with your students

londonjewsfww.lgfl.net
Use this new educational
resource, featured on
the London Grid for
Learning, to help Jewish students
discover more about the 50,000+
British Jews who served in the
Armed Forces, the Jewish men
and women who worked in
nursing and auxiliary services
on the Home Front and children

22

Lt BMC Tyler,
Volunteer
Battalion
Royal Fusiliers,
London 1912.
Courtesy
of the Tyler
Family

Close collaboration with the London
Grid for Learning and, through it,
access to schools
A reduced-version website for the
Grid which addresses the safeguarding
issues schools have in accessing the
Internet. This can be viewed at
WWW.LONDONJEWSFWW.LGFL.NET

»»

»»

whose lives were affected by the
conflict.
Among the rare collections available
to view are 2 volumes of work from
a cheder in 1915/6 which reveal how
British Jewish children responded
to the conflict through century
old drawings, poems, essays and
cartoons.

A dedicated Education Portal
on the site

»»
»»

Sample materials – e.g. Lesson Plans,
Assembly Plans and themes that teachers
can use to build their own curricula on
the First World War
Linking the Personal Record of a First
World War subject with their former
school; e.g. presenting Dorothea
Friedeberger’s 1914-15 diary, an old
girl of South Hampstead High School,
to the current 6th form
Provision of First World War Schools’
material (e.g. the Annuals of the Jewish
Free School, Parminter School etc)
Formal Lesson sessions
(e.g. at Archer Academy, Immanuel
School, Walworth Academy etc)

LIMMUD. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EVENT.
26-28/12/2016. BIRMINGHAM.

»»

»»

»»

Informal Learning sessions
(e.g. to Jewish Student Societies at
Bancroft School, St Helen’s Academy
etc) and via Social Media (e.g. from
The Somme battlefields to St Edmund
Campion RC High School, Preston)
Encouraging Schools to use relevant
Collections in their curricula material
(eg Herne Bay Primary School and
children’s war art)
Supporting teachers in the run up to
the centenary of the Armistice in
November 1918, with educational and
promotional materials and ‘mail shots’
to schools in June and September 2018

23
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Importantly, emphasis was placed on using the material on the site to
demonstrate current educational thinking on British Values, History and
Citizenship, providing curricula rich resources for Key Stages 2 and 3 and to
exemplify these with First World War Jewish experiences.
British Values, History and Citizenship, curriculum rich resources for Key Stage 2 and 3
➤ Lesson and assembly suggestions
➤ Historical information written by
historians and specialists
Trust

Tolerance

Fairness
& Honesty

Inclusivity

The Rule
of Law

➤ Collections of digitised artefacts and primary
sources, e.g. British Jewry Book of Honour

I did an assembly this morning
based around the story of Harry
Jassby; the kids were fascinated.
Then this afternoon I had them
all make a piece of work using
any medium they wanted but in
the style of the Jewish children’s
book. They look amazing.
Tricia Lunn
Class Teacher | Herne Bay Junior School

Additional topics for study with a Jewish perspective

The Battle of the Somme British Jewish Artists
One of the largest and bloodiest
conflicts of the First World War.
Nearly 20,000 British soldiers
died on the first day.

The Whitechapel Boys.
A diverse group of Jewish
immigrant artists, including
Siegfried Sassoon and Isaac
Rosenberg.

The War through the
eyes of Jewish children
Stories, essays, poetry and
drawings by children from the
Religion School of the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue in 1915-1916.

Passchendaele
The third major Battle of Ypres,
1917. Following the success
of the Battle of Messine, this
attack was to finally break the
Germans around the Ypres
Salient.

Personal Records: the stories of real Jewish men and women who lived through the period

Walter
Lyttleton

Frank Alexander
de Pass

Florence
Greenberg

Siegfried
Sassoon

Dorah Bernstein
“Bunny”

Lieutenant in
Machine Gun Corps

1887 - 1914
One of 5 Jewish
soldiers awarded the
Victoria Cross

1882 - 1980
Nurse, Food Writer
for the JC, Lecturer

1886 - 1967
Soldier, poet,
diarist, journalist

1888 - 1918
Staff Sister, buried at
Willesden Cemetery
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Robert Barnett
1899 - 1914
Rifleman, one of the
youngest soldiers
killed in the ‘Great War’

SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT EVENT, 08/06/2017. WALWORTH ACADEMY

In the last six months, with a very large amount of content now on the site, we have
engaged a part time Schools Outreach worker to focus specifically on promoting the site
to education audiences. The programme of work has including working with schools’ and
informal education organisations such as PJAES (Partnership for Jewish Schools) and the
UJIA Informal Education Department. We have also delivered formal lessons on the Jewish
experience of the First World War to schools, several of which are listed above. A full list of
schools to date with whom we are building relationships is detailed in Appendix page 55.
Several youth organisations will be using the content of We Were There Too to deliver informal
education programmes on the Jewish experience of the First World War, as part of their 2018
Summer Activities. This includes JLGB delivering a half-day event for 500 young people
attending its summer camp.
In the Action Plan, we anticipated interest on the part of young people in accreditation in
various areas (family history, citizenship etc) of the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme. We
envisaged using the expertise and resources of JLGB to achieve this. There was insufficient
interest in accreditation to build the required infrastructure.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The Heritage Lottery Fund required the project to deliver 8 large community events
across the 2 year period, July 2016-June 2018 - one in each quadrant of London, on
two occasions. The basic design was based on a pilot event in North East London
held in the summer of 2015. We felt this model would satisfy the demand.

Essex

Hertfordshire
Enfield

As we began to talk with
communities, it became evident
that the demand from them to
be engaged in the project was far
greater than would be satisfied
by 8 events. In the event,
between the autumn of 2016
(after the web platform became
operational and could host data)
and April 2018, we ran 33 events:

»»
»»

Barnet

Harrow

»»
»»

Waltham
Forest

Haringey

Redbridge

Brent

Camden

Islington

Hackney

Barking &
Dagenham
Newham

Ealing

Hammersmith
& Fulham

City of
Westminster

City of
London

Kensington
& Chelsea

Tower
Hamlets

Southwark
Greenwich

Hounslow
Lambeth
Richmond
upon Thames

Wandsworth

Lewisham

14 ‘Roadshows’ and 15
‘talks.’
3 Commonwealth Graves
Commission site visits: In
the UK, France and Belgium
1 London Walk
A Schools programme
reviewed on pages 22-25

The community engagement
programme was and remains,
a tremendously challenging
programme for the
core team and the
volunteers.

The list of venues is given in
Appendix, page 54. It includes
synagogues, elderly day care
centres (a useful demographic
for this project, notwithstanding
their lack of IT skills), residential
care homes, conferences and
sundry other places. We also
attended a national education
conference in Birmingham
where we ran two adult and one
youth sessions. We estimate
some 1,000 people attended our
sessions.
Four London Walks were
envisaged in the Action Plan but
after two walks had failed to
attract adequate interest, despite
wide publicity, these were
abandoned in favour of other
types of more popular event.

In what, at times,
can be a fractious
Community, it was
immensely gratifying
that the mainstream
groups within the
Community were
enthusiastic and totally
supportive of the
project. Synagogues
readily received
people of all, and of no
persuasion.
MENIN GATE, YPRES, MARCH 2017

THE GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD OF VENUES WAS ACROSS GREATER LONDON
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Photograph of Crispin Street,
corner of Duval Street,
London, April 1912. Courtesy
of C.A. Matthews and the
Bishopsgate Institute

UPCOMING EVENT

We Were There Too
Central London Roadshow
11TH DECEMBER 2016, 2.30-4.30PM, MAIDA VALE
VENUE
Lauderdale Road
Synagogue
2 Ashworth Rd,
London W9 1JY
FREE ENTRY
Free entry with
complimentary
tea and cake
EVERYONE WELCOME





@LondonJewsWW1
@LondonJewsFWW
we_were_there_too

If you live in London and think you have a family member
who lived in London 1914-1918, or are interested in
learning more about a new project to find and preserve
stories of London’s Jewry in the First World War, please
come and join us.
We will be holding events across London gathering stories
from the First World War. Follow us on social media to find
out when we will be holding an event near you.
Please RSVP or just turn up on the day. Simply send us an
email with the name and date of the event and number
of attendees to: contactus@jewsfww.london

This event is suitable for all ages

www.jewsfww.london

At the Roadshows, attendees were asked
to complete a short questionnaire,
designed to ascertain their satisfaction
with the event and explore what, if
anything, should be changed to enhance
future events.
185 completed questionnaires were
received from Roadshow attendances
of about 700 people. In some cases,
respondents completed the questionnaire
on behalf of a larger party, and a small
number declined because they had
completed one previously at another
roadshow.

»»
»»
»»

48% men and 43% women completed
the questionnaires

WHY WERE THEY AT THE EVENT:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

63% attended as they were interested to
learn more about Jewish history and/or
about the First World War;
48% because of an interest in uploading a
Personal Record/document;
31% a general curiosity about an event;
14% were interested in being volunteers;
7% professional interest e.g. as a
Historian;
9% for ‘other’ reasons.

Note that multiple answers were permitted.

59% were 65 years or 65+ years old,
with the next group being 45 -64.
Only 5% were younger and 9% did not
give an age.

HOW THEY HEARD ABOUT THE EVENT:

»»
»»
»»
»»
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36% had heard about an
event via a Synagogue;
24% from advertising;
22% from friends or family;
10% did not say how they
heard about it.

Through synagogue

Friends

Press/Online

Other organisation

Flyer

Other

Youth Organisation

Not stated

Men were more likely to
have documents to upload
(53%) than women (35%) and
women more likely to attend
for educational reasons (68%
women)
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DID THEY GET WHAT THEY HAD
HOPED FOR FROM A SESSION?

SATISFACTION RATINGS:

Very good

Quite good

Neither good
nor poor

In terms of Satisfaction attendees were asked
to rate their satisfaction on a number of
aspects and to give an overall rating, using
a five-point scale of mean scores where 5 is
high and 1 very poor.

»»
»»
»»

Interest received a mean score of 4.9
Enjoyment, educational input, provision
of information received 4.8
Session length received 4.7

Quite poor

Very poor

ROADSHOW 05/03/2017
THE LIBERAL JEWISH SYNAGOGUE.
ST JOHN'S WOOD ROAD

Yes

Not expecting
anything particular

In part

Not stated

No

»»
»»
»»
»»

68% had got what they hoped for
out of an event,
14% had their expectations met in part,
11% had come with no particular
expectation
5% failed to get what they wanted.

The most frequently mentioned reason for
disappointment was from their missing part
of the session (their late arrival)
The mean score for the overall rating was
4.7. These scores are extremely high and
well above the norm for such exercises and
strongly indicate high levels of satisfaction
with the events.
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AREAS THEY MIGHT GET INVOLVED IN

In terms of Likely involvement attendees
were asked if they would likely to be involved
in the project.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

89% said they might get involved:
64% to upload a family history;
58% to explore the website further;
51% to attend future events,
16% to use the information for
educational purposes
and 11% as a possible volunteer.

There were minimal differences in responses
between men and women.
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WHAT WAS ENJOYED MOST
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THINGS TO IMPROVE

It was really interesting to hear how the project
has developed, it’s become a rich resource of real life
stories from the community who lived through WWI.
The residents clearly found it of great personal interest
too and I’m pleased you came away with some stories to
follow up on.
Naomi Creeger
Press & PR Executive, Jewish Care

In terms of Best Features of the events and
any recommendations for changes:

41% took the opportunity to suggest
something that could be improved.

»»

»»

»»
»»

»»
»»
32

75% of respondents commented on best
features.
26% thought they were interesting and
well put together and
26% that it had been an educational
experience in enabling them to learn
about the First World War or Jewish
history (in some cases engendering a
pride in the Jewish role;

»»
»»
»»

9% said nothing could be improved;
some recorded dissatisfaction with the
sound system (in the hall);
9% wanted the sessions to be longer, or
2% wanted them shorter;
7% wanted more time with the speakers
and for Q & A.

16% interested in the personal histories
told during the presentation and
13% commenting on knowledgeable
and entertaining speakers.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
In order to achieve the initial project milestones and establish a wide set of
relationships for the future, We Were There To is investing a large amount of
effort in engaging Stakeholders.

These include, to date:
JLGB

			

The Chief Rabbi’s Office

The London Grid for Learning

United Synagogue

AJEX

Movement for Reform Judaism

			

The Bishopsgate Institute 			

Liberal Judasim

Commonwealth War Graves Commission

Ben Uri Gallery

The History Association

Sephardi + Portuguese Community

		

The Jewish Historical Society
The Jewish Chronicle
Jewish Care
Imperial War Museum
Jewish Museum

Masorti Judaism
		

			

Jewish News
Nightingale House

		

Ham & High Newspaper

		

Jewish Military Museum

The Board of Deputies 			

WIZO

We continue to expand the range of project stakeholders, including developing relations
with organisations in the North West as we plan the next stage of the projects development.
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I just wanted to thank you again for the
amazing session you gave at Lunch and Learn
today! It was truly insightful and interesting
and I am sure I speak on behalf of everyone in
saying that I took a lot away from it.
Leah and Tamara
NLCS J-Soc

WE WERE THERE TOO

WE WERE THERE TOO AND VOLUNTEERING
The HLF Action Plan distinguished
between youth volunteers and adult
volunteers. While a number of volunteers
were successfully recruited and, in many
cases, retained throughout this phase of
the project, there were some problems
encountered in both areas. Significantly
fewer volunteers were recruited than had
been anticipated in the Action Plan. This
had anticipated substantial numbers of
volunteers in a range of areas:

»»
»»
»»

30 adult volunteers to act as validators
and mentors for the young people
involved;
20+ adult volunteers per year to work as
researchers;

Volunteers who were recruited mostly
became involved either because they knew
one or more of the Project Team or because
they knew someone who was already
volunteering.
Around 50 volunteers were involved in the
project at various times. In general, an
individual volunteer would work one aspect
of the project – e.g. research, photography,
IT. No-one was involved in a general
volunteering capacity across the board.

75 young volunteers per year to be
The majority of volunteers were Jewish
recruited with the Jewish Lads and Girls
Brigade to develop informal learning and although a small number (fewer than five)
were not.
create information for the site

These targets were not achieved for a
number of reasons. Firstly, no interest at
all was stimulated in the offer of
volunteering and learning together with
the aim of achieving a qualification (NVQ,
Duke of Edinburgh’s award etc). Secondly,
despite strenuous efforts, few volunteers
were found through any of the participating
organisations such as JLGB or the Jewish
Museum, even though the JLGB archives
proved to be a very fruitful source of
information for researchers. Similarly,
despite a small number of individuals
attending Roadshows subsequently
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expressing an interest in volunteering, very
few did so when this interest was followed
up. Lastly, while there was good engagement
with the Jewish Volunteering Network with
satisfactory recruitment, there was high
attrition/low retention rates.

One impact of the smaller than expected
number of volunteers was that there was an
increased reliance on the small Project Team
and, in particular, uploading of complicated
Personal Records tended to have a backlog of
data waiting to be dealt with.
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»»

»»

»»
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After the project started, three positive
innovations were introduced:

Interviews with volunteers

The concept of Heritage Interns was employed
to meet the obvious demand from students to
access Heritage careers. As a postscript to the
end of this first phase, two Interns have left
the project having secured permanent heritage
employment; one to the Royal College of Nursing
to work on their First World War Nursing Archive;
one to the recently funded HLF Willesden
Cemetery project. In both cases, their interviews
centred on their involvement in We Were There
Too. Interns were paid an Honorarium and later
in this initial phase when more funding was
secured, a more substantial sum.

As part of the evaluation process, a number
of one to one in-depth interviews were
undertaken with volunteers. A wide range of
volunteers were included in this exercise –
men and women, youth and adult volunteers
and across a wide range of interests although
half of the interviews were with volunteers
who were involved in research elements of
the programme.

Secondly, we engaged with the University of
Leeds Industrial Placement team and co-opted an
Undergraduate History student for an academic
year. The Project Director met with the team for
a formal assessment which was very satisfactory.
The University is keen to continue with the
placement (when our current student returns to
her studies) and to contribute a placement living
allowance.
Three historian led visits were organised to
Commonwealth War Graves Commission sites
at The Somme, around Ypres and to the largest
cemetery in the UK, Brookwood in Surrey.
95 volunteers and frequently their partners,
participated. We secured additional funding
from the Ministry of Defence to enable the
Chief Jewish Chaplain to HM Forces and a
serving Jewish Officer, to accompany the
Ypres group and two students were funded by
the project to participate in The Somme trip.
While the overseas trips were arduous, they
were universally thought to be informative and
provide a reality to the underlying aims of We
Were There Too.

Reasons for Volunteering
In very general terms, volunteers fell
into two distinct categories – young
volunteers who were typically students
undertaking research on individuals whose
Personal Records were then uploaded, and
older volunteers, typically although not
exclusively retired people. This group of
adult volunteers can be sub-divided into
two groups. One group were undertaking
research (typically Personal Records) while
others were involved in a much wider range
of volunteering roles. Within this report,
to aid the analysis, we have distinguished
between student volunteers and adult
volunteers. Adult volunteers came from
a broad range of backgrounds including
teaching, law, business, the Civil Service
and working in the Jewish community.
The reasons for volunteering were
different for adult and student volunteers.
Several students were studying history
at undergraduate or postgraduate level
although seldom specialising in studies
related to the First World War.

ASHER AND BETTY LOTUS CENTRE,
JEWISH CARE JANUARY 2018.

Oh no, I didn’t know much
about the First World War
before. My dissertation was
on the history of Women’s
Football”

They had chosen to undertake research
work for the project as it enhanced their
research skills and was considered useful
to add to their CV when they wanted to
find employment.

It’s a chance to use my skills.
And I’ll be able to include it on my CV”
Several students specifically mentioned
the Jewish element of the project. One
Jewish student was particularly pleased to
be involved in this project as she felt it was
a way to connect with her Jewish heritage.
A non-Jewish student commented that she
was pleased to be able to learn more about
the Jewish people, although this was not a
key reason for her involvement.
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Typically, the students were volunteering
for up to a day a week on average and, for one
interviewee who had completed her studies,
her involvement stopped after graduation.
Others reduced their commitment during
examination periods or other similarly busy
times. Volunteering was both useful and
practical as it could be made to fit in round
university work.

WE WERE THERE TOO

I couldn’t do this if I didn’t
really love it. But if I wasn’t
here, I’d be doing the same sort
of thing somewhere else.”

Some of the student volunteers had
undertaken similar volunteering roles
before with different organisations
although the topics were often vastly
different. For example, one volunteer had
been researching oral histories from the
Seventeenth century.
While student volunteers often perceived
their role as being helpful to them in
developing their career and enhancing
their future prospects, adult volunteers
tended to have different motivations in
volunteering. All had a real interest and
expertise in their specific role.
The input of volunteers varied greatly.
Some of those involved in research spent
a lot of their time on the project – one
interviewee was working a minimum of
one or two days a week and sometimes
more. For this group in particular, a
passion for the topic was essential.
Not all researchers spent so long on their
volunteering commitment. For example,
a retired lawyer wrote a History Window in
relation to a topic he was researching for a
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COMMUNITY EVENT, 15/12/2016. JEWISH CARE,
BRENNER CENTRE, STAMFORD HILL.

post-retirement PhD. This was his only input
to the project although he also attended two
Battlefield tours and several other events in
relation to the project.
Typically, adults involved in other areas had
relatively limited contact with the project,
working spasmodically and when required
(for example, taking photographs at events or
being on-hand to provide IT advice). Several
of these volunteers would have been willing
to undertake more for the project, if required.

Working on the We Were
There Too project
Adult volunteers involved in areas other than
research were typically called on to help out
for specific events (e.g. photography) or to
resolve specific problems (IT assistance).
Those involved in research or preparing
specific documents for inclusion on the
website had a fairly high level of autonomy.
While they liaised regularly with the team
(generally with just one key contact), they
were able to decide for themselves what they
wanted to work on.

Well, I can really do
whatever I want. I like it but
it would be helpful sometimes
to have a bit of direction so
that I knew what they would
prefer me to do. I don’t know
how what I do fits in with
other researchers and what
they are doing.”
This was perceived as a mixed blessing.
Student volunteers were more closely
monitored. This group were working almost
exclusively on Personal Records. Initially,
they were provided with some guidance
about helpful sources of information and a
key member of the project team was available
to discuss their work as they learned what
was required. Subsequently, each researcher
was given a list of subjects who needed

to be researched together with any basic
information available on those individuals.
The researcher’s role was then to expand the
information and upload the final history.
Student volunteers communicated with
the assigned project team member almost
exclusively by email. This was considered
to be appropriate and adequate and none
complained that they would have welcomed
additional communications on their work.
However, one noted that she had not been on
the list for the Newsletter and regretted this
as she thought that it might have enhanced
her interest in the project outside of her
narrow interest.

No, I didn’t get the
newsletter. I didn’t ask for it as
I was only interested in what
I was doing but I suppose it
would have been interesting to
see it. It could have given me a
broader perspective, I suppose.”

Most significantly, those who volunteered
for the project all described it as a positive
experience. Some volunteers (including
several students) were working one or two
days a week while others worked irregularly
or on a one off basis (e.g. writing specific
History Windows).
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Enjoyment and Satisfaction

All volunteers interviewed for this
evaluation expressed their pleasure in
having participated. In general, their
personal objectives in becoming involved
had been met. Students felt that they had
become more adept researchers and had
enjoyed the actual research into Personal
Records that they had been asked to do.

It’s a worthwhile project.
I’m glad I had the chance to be
involved.”

Adult researchers were the most positive of
all volunteers and some of this group were
passionate about their achievements.

I wouldn’t have spent so
much time on it if I wasn’t
enjoying it.”

I’ve done quite a few
Personal Records and it’s
given me a real sense of
achievement”
Those whose role was less time intensive
also expressed satisfaction but, reflecting
their smaller input, they tended to be less
effusive although all felt their time had
been well spent.
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COMMUNITY EVENT, 17/11/2016,
RADLETT FRIENDSHIP GROUP

Respondents were asked to identify the
best and worst aspects of their volunteering
experience for the We Were There Too project.
The best aspects were most commonly the
opportunity to ensure that individuals would
not be forgotten because their Personal
Records had been uncovered and recorded
(researchers), successful improvement of
research skills and interesting features
to include in their CV (students) and the
opportunity to contribute to a meaningful
project (other adult volunteers).
Some volunteers had difficulty in identifying
negative aspects of their involvement. The
main feature suggested was inadequate
communication. There was some mention of
the Newsletter which is sent out around four
times each year. Circulation of this seems to
have been inconsistent. It was welcomed by

those who received it but those who did not
get sent it felt more “out of the loop” Not all
the student volunteers even knew that there
was a Newsletter sent out.
One adult researcher felt strongly that a
Volunteer Co-ordinator would have been a
valuable addition to the project and would
have ensured that the research followed a
plan. Meetings of researchers would also
be useful.

I’m self-motivating and
self-starting. But not everyone
is. It would work better if
everyone knew what they were
supposed to be doing. As it is
it’s too ad hoc, the organisation
of what happens because
there’s no structure and we
don’t all get together.”
She was also concerned that the scatter-gun
approach and lack of a co-ordinator left open
a possibility of researchers duplicating work
as none knew what others were doing and she
was not sure that the Project Team had a firm
grasp on what was being done.
This same volunteer was also concerned
that not all of her work had been uploaded (a
rather slow task) and suggested that it would
have been better to task one volunteer with
specific responsibility for uploading. This
way, the researchers could spend their time
doing what they were good at (research) and
would be confident that all their work would
be included in the site.

There was a similar suggestion from a
student volunteer who felt she did not
fully understand how her contribution
fitted into the overall plan for the
project. She would have welcomed more
information about the direction of the
project and changes to plans that she had
been told about when she started work.
Not all volunteers wanted more
organisation, however. One volunteer had
contributed because his particular interest
was of relevance to the project. Had not
this been the case, he would not have been
involved and he would not have welcomed
proposals that he should work on any
other topic.
Volunteers all said that, under similar
circumstances, they would be more than
happy to volunteer again in a similar role
with a different organisation.

Summary

The volunteer programme worked very
well and substantially enhanced the
overall programme. With such a small
core team, the role of volunteers was
essential and a larger pool of volunteers,
particularly in the key area of research,
could readily have been utilised.
Nonetheless, those volunteers who
were involved all benefited from their
contribution and were pleased to have
been involved.
The programme would have profited from
a more structured approach to volunteers
with the availability of more information
about the project as a whole.
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ACCOUNTABILITY
The plan was to vest oversight of the project in four committees:

»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

A group invited to help the core Team assess the long-list of
Tender responses, reduce that list to three bids and conduct detailed
panel interviewees of the short-listed bidders. Members were chosen
with personal, professional experience and included one specialist
who is also a London Jewish Cultural Centre Trustee.
A Project Oversight Committee chaired by the chairman of the London
Jewish Cultural Centre and composed of three additional Trustees
An Academic Oversight Committee, with specialists from
Higher Education
An Education Oversight Committee, with specialists from the
Schools sector

Outcomes to June 2018:

»»
»»
»»

The Tender selection group met on three occasions and concluded its
work in December 2015.
The Project Oversight Committee has met on three occasions since July
2016. The Project Director meets 1:1 with Committee members on a
regular basis.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
The project must engage with many audiences to be successful: potential
Users, existing Users, community groups, holders of First World War
materials, funders, volunteers and the general public.
In this initial phase, we have employed a variety of digital methods
including television, podcasts, e-newsletters, blogs and Social Media
to connect with different groups. Non-digital approaches e.g. newspaper
articles, advertising etc, can be found in the Media Centre review.
Generating awareness of We Were There Too, attracting people to Community
engagement events, keeping Users informed and sharing progress with
wide audiences and our funders has been a major task. In the spring of 2016,
the project began from a ‘cold start’, but there is no doubt that the London
Jewish Cultural Centre’s breadth of contacts and reputation provided a
powerful launch pad. Since then, we have:

»»
»»
»»

It was not possible to convene the Academic or Education Committees
on a regular basis due to their time pressures and prior commitments.
The Project Manager maintained 1:1 contact with relevant specialists.

»»

In addition to the Committee structure, Accountability and Oversight was
exercised through Policies on how the project should be delivered, ie on
Procurement, Recruitment & Selection, and Volunteer conduct. Financial
control was ensured through cheque signing limits, joint signatories etc.
Fortnightly Bank Statements went directly and first to the London Jewish
Cultural Centre Trustee Treasurer. There are Audited Accounts.

»»

Bi-monthly reports were submitted to Heritage Lottery Fund with financial
claims in the prescribed format. There were regular, periodic meetings
between the Project Director and the Fund Grant Officer.
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Created an emailing list of some 1,500 people
Created and distributed e-newsletters to our emailing list,
on an 8-10-week cycle
Worked with Revelation TV, with a global audience of 5 million,
featuring the project on two programmes, including an hour-long 		
interview with the Project Director, Alan Fell and Project Manager
and Historian, Paula Kitching
Produced and distributed 4 podcasts, including filming volunteers 		
during one of our Commonwealth War Graves visits, to Brookwood 		
Cemetery in Surrey
Opened and maintained accounts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
To date, we have 275 Facebook followers, 385 Twitter followers and 140
Instagram followers.

Communication is, of course, an ongoing process. At the end of this initial
phase, Volunteers will continue to add contacts to our database regularly
and will continue to do so.
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MEDIA CENTRE
The Media Centre was established to locate, in one easily
accessible place, a permanent repository and reference
centre for photographs, articles and stories about We
Were There Too. Indeed, the scale of attention we received and
the volume of material we amassed, necessitated a redesign of
the Media Centre half way though this initial phase. The Media
Centre now contains:

Passchenda ele and
the Jews who fell
| Jewish News

»»

08/08/2017, 14:01

THE JEWISH NEWS | jewishn

ews.timesofisrael.com

Passchendaele and
the Jews
who fell
As Britain marks 100-y
ears since the blood
y First World War
Anglo Jewry can be
battle,
‘proud’ of its partic
ipation in the war effort
August

H
BY JACK MENDEL

2, 2017, 4:27 pm

istorians this week reﬂected
on the contribution
of Jewish soldiers to
World War effort, as
the First
Britain marks the 100-yea
r anniversary of the
of Passchendaele.
bloody battle

At least 240 British
Jewish men are thought
Battle of Ypres in Belgium
to have been killed
, with combatants at
during the Third
Passchendaele ranging
Vigdofsky, to one of
from Privates such
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Mainstream press articles about the project, stories we
unearthed and artefacts we discovered. Publications include
The Times, The Daily Telegraph on-line, The Jewish Chronicle,
Jewish News, The Times of Israel and Who Do you Think You Are?
- the magazine accompanying the television programme.
Local press articles include the Ham & High, Ilford Recorder,
Hendon & Finchley Times etc
A wide range of Synagogue/community magazine features
across the United, Masorti, Sephardi, Reform and Liberal
Movements. Downloadable articles of various word lengths
and accompanying key project images were made available
in the Media Centre, which enabled Editors to simply
‘drop in’ a ready-made article about the project into both
their email and hard copy publications.
Hundreds of images of the launch, community engagement
events, trips, friendship groups, communal events and
informal learning sessions.
Video footage from two Revelation TV programmes and a short
film featuring project volunteers talking about their experience.
Links to all the Project Progress Report e-newsletters sent
to our substantial mailing list
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WE WERE THERE TOO

FUNDING
We Were There Too is an ambitious
project; to capture, record and
preserve the stories and contribution
of London’s Jews at the time of the First
World War. It is designed to operate ‘bottom
up’, that is, to engage with descendants of
this group wherever possible and secure
for the future their narrative and digital
images of materials they hold, especially
in private family collections. It is very
much an oral family history project.

Tyne Cot CWGC Cemetery

The medium of recording, storage and
dissemination is a sophisticated web site.
Since the public, particularly young people,
are discerning users and connoisseurs of
websites in their daily lives, the proper
construction and function of the site
was critical and not a cheap option.
Securing adequate funding was a
significant undertaking and we could not
have succeeded without the support of:

First World War
Battlefields Trip

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Heritage Lottery Fund
Anonymous Benefactor
The Pears Foundation
Mr & Mrs Michael Marx
The Heathfield Charitable Trust
The AJEX Foundation
The Exillarch Foundation
Sir Michael Heller
Mr David Lewis
The Bertie Black Foundation
Ministry of Defence

The lead fundraising role was
undertaken by Mr Michael Marx.
We are very grateful to him.

3–5 APRIL 2017

40,000 - 50,000 Jewish men served in the British
Forces in the First World War. Many fought on the
battlefields of Flanders and thousands were laid
to rest there.
Paula Kitching, battlefields expert, will lead a tour
to the key sites and memorials of Ypres to honour
those Jews who made the ultimate sacrifice. We
will learn about the war through stories of some
of the Jews involved, how they maintained their
religious practices and the changes that resulted
from the impact and experience of war.
We will witness the Last Post ceremony at the
Menin Gate and say aloud some of the names of
the fallen, in cemeteries where the Magen David
appears on headstones.
Walk in the footsteps of Jewish heroes and pay
tribute to a generation that answered the call.
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The coach will depart from
and return to College Farm,
Regent’s Park Rd, London N3
Cost: £390pp including coach
travel, accommodation
in the Novotel Flanders
Field (with breakfast) and
museum entry.
For more information and
to book, email tour organiser
slgluckstein@hotmail.com

 @LondonJewsWW1
 @LondonJewsFWW
 we_were_there_too

www.jewsfww.london
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We Were There Too will continue to consolidate its position with London Jewry. We
have also begun the process of enlarging the project to reflect the contribution of
Jewish communities beyond London to the First World War effort. We plan to start
in the North West (Greater Manchester and Merseyside) where there were large
Jewish communities at the time.
There can be little doubt that We Were There Too as a concept is timely. The unexpected
degree of response we enjoy demonstrates that. Especially gratifying is the part we are
playing in the preservation of heritage; the stories of people at risk of being forgotten
and the Collections of rare and insightful materials at risk of being lost. This work will
continue, and we believe that many more amazing stories and artefacts will come to light.

FRYING PAN ALLEY, C A MATTHEW, APRIL 1912
© BISHOPSGATE INSTITUTE

SUMMARY AND THE FUTURE
From HLF Permission to Start in
January 2016 to June 2018, We Were
There Too has achieved significant
traction. The metrics include:

»»

»»
»»
»»
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Delivery of the digital platform to time
and budget. Several upgrades were then
required to reflect the level of interest.
Usage statistics are provided above.
Delivery of 33 cross-communal events,
with over 1,000 people involved.
1430 Personal Records uploaded
56 History Windows researched, written
and uploaded

»»
»»
»»
»»

»»

50 Collections researched, formatted
and uploaded
Links built with partner and
collaborating organisations.
A large number of volunteers engaged
Schools and Informal Education
programmes, especially in anticipation
of the centenary of Armistice1918,
taking hold
Items of Heritage significance, in digital
form, being preserved and made readily
accessible

CHILDREN’S’
DRAWING
FROM
THE FIRST
WORLD WAR
THROUGH
THE EYES OF
LONDON’S
JEWISH
CHILDREN
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APPENDICES
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

SOURCES FOR EVALUATION

TRIPS, OUTINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Within the proposal, methods of evaluation were included for each activity. This section
outlines the activities as proposed within the proposal together with the anticipated
method of evaluation for each. Outcomes are discussed in the remainder of this report.

PRESENTATION AT SCHOOLS
SOURCES FOR EVALUATION

ACTIVITY

VENUES

Create/build digital archive and website

COMMUNITY EVENTS BY TYPE OF VENUE
REVIEW OF ROADSHOWS

Develop historical articles for the website

VOLUNTEERS

TRIPS, OUTINGS
& SPECIAL EVENTS

PRESENTATIONS
AT SCHOOLS

Central London Remembrance Walk
27 November 2016

Herne Bay Junior School

Battlefields Tour to Ypres and surrounding
area,
3-5 April 2017
Visit to Brookwood CWGC Cemetary,
20 July 2017
Battlefields Tour to the Somme and
surrounding area,
18-21 March 2018

Timing achievement against work plan
Measurement of visitor numbers
Feedback user satisfaction survey
Percentage of Users visiting site and
downloading or reading articles
Feedback user satisfaction survey

Collect personal histories and records to
populate website

Number uploaded versus target

Recruitment of schools to work in each year of the
project

Surveys and teacher feedback

Creation of online guidance for schools/education
groups

Satisfaction measured through feedback forms

Recruit and support of 30 adult volunteers

»»
»»

Work with JLGB to develop learning
Recruit and retain JLGB volunteers

»»
»»

Haberdashers Aske

Recruitment and participation of relevant committees
to oversee project

Interest and continued participation by committee
members

North London Collegiate

Creation and delivery of workshops for schools

Satisfaction measured through feedback forms

Parmiters

Development of informal after school clubs in conjunction with the Jewish Museum

Measurement of number of contributors

South Hampstead School

Establishment of accredited courses for volunteers

Measurement of number of participants

Walworth Academy

Set up and delivery of training workshops for adult
volunteers

»»
»»

Organisation of Community Events

Evaluation of satisfaction survey amongst attendees

Preparation and delivery of talks for range of
audiences; place talks on website as podcasts

Measurement of number of talks and attendance at
each

Creation of resources for schools and others

Number of downloads per year

Working with Jewish Care and others to help older
people record their stories about First World War

Number of personal Records completed through this
route

Creation of a series of Remembrance Walks

Number of walks and attendance

St Albans School for Girls
South Hampstead School

Immanuel College
Regents High
Youth Fairs attended
Hasmonean Girls School
Hasmonean Boys School
Yavneh
JFS
Kantor King Solomon
Immanuel College
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METHOD(S) OF EVALUATION

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Retention of volunteers
Measurement of volunteer satisfaction
via qualitative interviews
Measurement of number of volunteers
Satisfaction measured through feedback forms

Provision of workshops
Measurement of number of participants

Preparation of and organising podcasts for use by
visually impaired and older users

»»
»»

Preparation of marketing materials including social
media

Analytics

Work with Jewish Military Museum to digitise artefacts
for future use

Number of artefacts digitalised

Uploading of podcasts
Number of downloads
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VENUES

COMMUNITY EVENT BY VENUE TYPE

»»

Betty and Asher Loftus Centre Roadshow
with Jewish Care

»»

Bevis Marks Synagogue – launch event

»»

Brenner Centre talk – Jewish Care centre

»»

Bushey United Synagogue Roadshow
with Jewish Care

»»

Bushey United Synagogue Sage group talk

»»

»»

Chigwell and Hainault Synagogue
Roadshow

»»

Edgware Reform Synagogue Cheder
Session

»»

»»

New North London Synagogue Roadshow

United Synagogues

Masorti/Liberal/Reform Synagogues

»»

Nightingale House residential
care home – talk

»»

Bushey United Roadshow
with Jewish Care

»»

»»

Pinner Synagogue – B’nai Brith group talk

»»

Jewish Care - Brenner Centre talk

Radlett Reform Synagogue
friendship group talk

Bushey United Synagogue Sage
Friendship group talk

»»

»»

»»

Jewish Care – Stepney Daycare
Centre talk

Roehampton University Grove House
Roadshow

Chigwell and Hainault
Synagogue Roadshow

»»

»»

Edgware United Synagogue Roadshow

»»

Jewish Care – Sinclair House
– Chaps that Chat talk

»»

Finchley United Synagogue Roadshow

Residential Care homes

»»

Pinner Synagogue
– B’nai Brith friendship group talk

»»

Jewish Care – Betty and Asher Loftus
Centre Roadshow

»»

Stanmore and Canons Park
Synagogue Roadshow

»»

Nightingale House residential
care home talk

Watford Synagogue
- Zahav friendship group talk

Associations

»»

Sinclair House - Chaps that Chat
talk (Jewish Care)

»»

Stanmore and Canons Park
Synagogue Roadshow
Watford Synagogue talk to Zahav group

Edgware Reform Synagogue Roadshow

»»

Edgware United Synagogue Roadshow

»»

»»

Finchley United Synagogue Roadshow

»»

West London Synagogue lunch club talk

»»

Historical Association N London
branch talk

»»

West London Synagogue talk to AJWO
(Association of Jewish Women’s
Organisations)

Reform Synagogues

»»
»»

Historical Association NW London
branch talk

»»

Wimbledon Synagogue Food
for Thought group talk

»»

Jewish Care Stepney Daycare
Centre Roadshow

»»

Wizo – Chairwoman’s Forum talk

»»

Jewish Historical Society Essex talk

»»

»»

Jewish Museum Roadshow

Yom Ha Shoah Community event
– took stand

»»

King Solomon School Roadshow

»»

Lauderdale Road Synagogue Roadshow

»»

Liberal Synagogue St John’s Wood
Cheder Session

»»

Liberal Synagogue St John’s Wood
Roadshow

»»

Limmud – took stand and did workshops

»»

Mosaic Synagogue Harrow Roadshow
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»»

Edgware Reform Synagogue
Cheder and Roadshow

»»

Radlett Reform Synagogue
friendship group talk

»»

West London Synagogue lunch club talk

»»

Wimbledon Synagogue Food for
Thought friendship group talk

Mosaic Synagogue Roadshow

Daycare Centres

»»

Historical Association talk

»»

Jewish Historical Society talk

»»

Limmud took stand and did workshops

»»

Association of Jewish Women’s
Organisations (AJWO) - talk

»»

Wizo – Chairwoman’s Forum talk

Museums
»»

Jewish Museum Roadshow

Liberal Synagogues

Universities

»»

»»

Liberal Synagogue St John’s Wood
Cheder and Roadshow

Masorti Synagogues
»»

New North London Synagogue
Roadshow

Roehampton University Roadshow

Annual Commemoration event
»»

Yom Ha Shoah Community event
– took stand

S&P Sephardi Synagogues
»»

Bevis Marks Synagogue Launch event

»»

Lauderdale Road Synagogue Roadshow
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REVIEW OF ROADSHOWS
POSITIVES

»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»

We were contracted to do 8 and have
done 33 – therefore we have done many
more than predicted and could have
gone on

NEGATIVES

»»
»»

We are now being approached to go to
places instead of having to ask

»»

We have engaged with the community
to gather personal stories and have
been very well received

»»

Huge raising of awareness of the
contribution of the Jewish Military and
of life on the home front

»»

Multi faith awareness – not just from
the Jewish community

»»

Non Jewish volunteer interaction with
the Jewish community at the Roadshows
Roadshow attendees produced serious
heritage ‘at risk’ materials. On several
occasions we discovered materials
which would have otherwise been
thrown out on the tip

»»
»»

3rd and 4th generations were not
initially interested but we created a
heightened awareness

»»

We have encouraged donations of
materials to museums

»»

We were well received at different
centres

»»

Media advertising was very important
to generate attendance
Direct mailouts to 5 mile radius of venue
also produced a good response
Community organisations were very
helpful at promoting events to their
community
Very good exposure in Synagogue and
Community publications
We under estimated the extent to
which people anticipated an Antiques
Roadshow type event
Demonstrating the website at the
Roadshows allowed the demographic to
understand it and where to find it
The Roadshows generated a lot of
welcome ‘home visits’.

»»
»»
»»

»»
»»

»»

The Roadshows generated requests for
2nd visits to venues to follow up stories,
and/or talk to different groups within
their community

»»

Providing hospitality created a good
community feel, and encouraged people
to engage with each other

»»

We received positive feedback from
Community administration and from
attendees
Rated well in the community and word
spread so that we ended up doing thirty
three events – not eight

»»

Not as cross-generational as we had
hoped
Facilities were varying – with
technology particularly. This affected
the quality of the AV presentations.
We under estimated the extent to
which the audiences did not want
presentations but simply wanted to talk
about their personal stories
People were not disciplined about
turning up on time
We over estimated the extent to
which people would be self sufficient
in uploading their materials.
(Demographic too old)
Because of their age and mental health
issues i.e at residential care homes,
some people were not able to follow up
on their stories afterwards, when they
were visited by a team member
On occasion the investment of time and
resources was quite disproportionate to
the return
We under estimated the scale of home
visits that would be required
It was very difficult for us to anticipate
numbers and, therefore, how many
staff/volunteers were needed at each
event. Hence, sometimes we were
understaffed and sometimes we were
overstaffed

PASSOVER BUTCHER ORDER, LONDON, 1896.
ADRIAN ANDRUSIER COLLECTION
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VOLUNTEERS BY NAME

THANKS

Adrian Andrusier

Ronnie Fraser

Karen Lush

Valerie Bello

Noah Freedman

Anne Martin

Clive Bettington

Jeff Glazin

Neil Martin

Carolyn Black

Alex Grafen

Michael Marx

Harry Black

Hilary Halter

Francis Morton

Ian Bloom

Katherine Harrington

Sophie Moss

Hanne-Marie Braten

Raymond Hart

Spencer Nathan

Alan Brill

Aileen Helfet

Beth Page

Martin Browning

Jon Helfet

Debbie Pearson

Aidan Carroll

David Horowitz

Lavis Rabinovitz

Sharon Cousins

David Jacobs

Mariam Raza

Stefan Clark

Susan Kandel

Katherine Roberts

Des Cohen

Miriam Kapper

David Ruback

John Cooper

Ian Katz

Joya Saha

Pamela Ezra

Arianne Khan

Sara Samuel

Alastair Falk

Jonathan Kober

Professor Marc Saperstein

Ruth Fell

Liz Koten

Daniel Shenker

Molly Fennelly

Jill Leuw

Martin Sugarman

Tara Framp

Jonathan Lewis

Pauline Symons

Lola Fraser

Ian Lucas

Judy Weleminsky
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Many people were involved in the
Colleagues at JLGB: Neil Martin,
conception, development, nurture and
Stephan Clark and Martin Browning;
delivery of We Were There Too during its first AJEX: Martin Newman, Brian Bloom,
two and half years of life.
Ron Shelley, Jacques Weisser; Jewish
Care: Jo Nissim, Denise Alexander,
We are grateful to….
Pawel Moczulewski and Naomi Creeger;
the Jewish Museum: Dr Kathryn Pierin;
The core professional team of Alan Fell,
UJIA Informal Education Department:
Paula Kitching, Mandy King, Louise Scott,
Charlotte Buchanan; Nightingale
Angeles Ruiz, Rachel Fellman, Tara Framp,
Hammerson: Jacqui Beyer and Alastair
Tali Krikler and Lola Fraser
Addison; JEECS: Clive Bettington;
The design team at Creative Interpartners:
Jewish Historical Society: David Jacobs;
Caryl Harris, Kate Melsom, Natasha Smith,
Roehampton University: Judy
Rob Cronshaw, Kathryn Robinson
Weleminsky and Sharon Coussins
and Amy Chau
Alison Milne, at Baginsky Cohen;
The Web builders at Beachshore Design Ltd:
Ian Bloom our legal sleuth; Dr Carol
Howard Lush, Paul Carter, Anne Anderton,
Rosenberg, the Independent Evaluator
Matthew Hoare, Jamie Thelin and Jonathan
and David Horowitz.
Miles
Our contacts at the Synagogues and
Our Project Oversight Committee of LJCC
venues all over London who hosted us:
Trustees: Michael Marx, Des Cohen,
Bevis Marks: Maurice Bitton; Chigwell
Alan Brill and Harry Black
& Hainault: Sam Ben-Shir; Edgware
Reform: Marion Cohen; Edgware United:
Our supporters and friends at The Heritage
Spencer Nathan; St Johns Wood Liberal:
Lottery Fund, Anonymous Benefactor and
Rabbi Alexandra Wright, Cinde Lee,
The Pears Foundation, London Grid for
Jemma Jacobs, Dr Dov Softi; New North
Learning, Bob Usher.
London: Niki Jackson, Rivka Gottlieb;
Those who very generously made their
Stanmore United: Jonathan Kober, Shelly
collections available to us, including:
Mordecai; West London: Valerie Bellos,
Adrian Andrusier, Jonathan Fishburn,
Jill Leuw; Wimbledon: Raymond Hart;
David Jacobs, St John’s Wood Liberal
Radlett Reform: Shelia Katan; Bnei
Synagogue, The Jewish Military Museum,
Brith Lodge at Pinner: Liz Koten;
The Chief Rabbi’s Office, the Ben Uri
Watford: Eileen and Stuart Goldberg;
Gallery, Avi Paz and the many private
Mosaic Harrow: Jane Prentice, Joan
and family collectors. Other contributors
and Steve Noble.
include Martin Sugarman, Professor Marc
And of course our... Volunteers.
Saperstein and Jonathan Lewis.
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Get in touch
contactus@jewsfww.london
+44 (0) 203 837 3357
@LondonJewsWW1
Project Centre:
Camperdown, 3 Beechcroft Road, London E18 1LA
Online copy of this Evaluation Document can be found in our Media Centre at:
https://www.jewsfww.london/media-centre.php

www.jewsfww.london

The London Jewish Cultural Centre is a registered charity, number 1081014,
and a company limited by guarantee in England & Wales, number 3811133.
Registered office: 930 High Road, London N12 9RT
Designed and produced by Creative Interpartners, London.
WWW.CREATIVEINTERPARTNERS.CO.UK
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